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“A politician is somebody who decides to take the right step only after he has exhausted all other 
possibilities” 

Charles de Montesquie (1689 - 1755) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If one focused solely on the global headlines during Q1 it would be hard to believe the rally that occurred in global 
markets. However, the politicians in April are now firmly back in the spotlight and anxieties have once again 
increased across the globe. The key question for investors is this anxiety misplaced? 
 
When one reads the Wall Street Journal (“WSJ”) they could be forgiven for holding their heads in the hands in 
despair. At the time of writing this letter, the US Senate has agreed to commit US$ 34bln to the US Postal Service 
while delaying reforms that would clearly save US taxpayers money. The US Postal Service is losing US$ 25mln per 
day as more communication shifts to electronic forms. The Postmaster General has acknowledged in the face of 
this, that next year the agency will not be able to pay its more than 500,000 employees and its debt will surpass US$ 
92bln by 2016. In the face of this the management of the postal service have proposed a plan to close halve their 
mail processing centers, close some 3,000 post offices across the country, change overnight delivery terms, end 
Saturday delivery and renegotiate absurd no-layoff labour contracts to shrink its labour force faster.  

Key Performance Data 

Q1 2012 Net Return +4.51% 

CY 2012 Net Return +4.51% 

Return Since Inception +14.69% 

Funds Under Management NZ$ 16.43 million 

Unit Price NZ$ 1.1359 

 

	  

Top 10 Holdings 

Security % of Portfolio Security % of Portfolio 

Vealls Limited 8.38% Staples Inc. 1.95% 

Satara Co-operative 3.37% Colonial Motor Co. 1.86% 

Guinness Peat Group 2.48% Kirkcaldie & Stains 1.84% 

Pargesa Holding 2.28% Yahoo! 1.73% 

Smith & Nephew 2.07% Vivendi 1.70% 
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5 February, 2011

Dear Fellow Unitholders,

Global markets have continued to rally well into the New Year with the Dow Jones Industrial Average only this past 
week breaking through 12,000 a level not seen since September 2008. Markets are being driven by an economic 
recovery that is now clearly underway in the United States greatly assisted by monetary easing provided by the 
Federal Reserve. This has resulted in significant rallies in all asset classes except US Treasury bonds (which we have 
cautioned about in past reports). Asset classes rallying include equities, commodities and commodity currencies (eg. 
the Australian Dollar, the Canadian Dollar and the NZ Dollar) on a worldwide basis.

The markets are now referring to the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing Program/s collectively as the “Bernanke 
Put” as the Fed Chairman seems very focused on the wealth effect that a higher stock market will have on the US 
consumer. Mr. Bernanke recently appeared on 60 Minutes in the US and stated that he was convinced that the Fed’s 
policies “were contributing to a better outlook for the economy” and that he remained “100% certain” the Fed could 
control the inflationary impact (if any) of its current policies. 

It remains difficult to predict the outcome of any/all of these policies and Mr. Bernanke’s comments. One could also 
view Mr. Bernanke’s sudden clairvoyance with a healthy degree of skepticism as the future is always uncertain. Our 
job is not to spend hours trying to forecast macro-economic variables and their every machination, rather it is to build 
portfolios with an opportunity set which is attractive on a long-term risk/reward basis with an ever present margin of 
safety.

Therefore, we have continued to put in place the foundations of what we believe will deliver both improved returns in 
the Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund with lower volatility and continue to provide steady conservative returns in 
the Elevation Capital Value Fund over the long term.

The Funds key performance data and inflow/outflow data as at 31 December 2010 is as follows:

Both Elevation Capital Funds took advantage of the markets continued strength to opportunistically divest some 
positions and reinvest/build cash positions during Q4 2010. 

While the names detailed below may seem disparate we continue to find new and undervalued opportunities in both 
Continental Europe and Japan (particularly for the Value Fund). This is clearly reflective of the widespread negative 
sentiments to these markets at present.  Despite this negativity the value on offer is hard to ignore with many of these 
companies presenting investors the chance to acquire strong global franchises backed by conservative balance sheets 
and consistent dividend track records at sizeable discounts to even the most cautious appraisal of intrinsic value. 

New positions initiated during Q4 2010 were: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund:  Artio Global Investors, Cisco Systems, Hollywood Media, Global Options Inc., 
Nokia, Weyerhauser.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ambertech, Ardent Leisure, Asatsu DK, Ciments Français, Heineken Holdings, Kirin 
Holdings, Société BIC, and Van Eyk Three Pillars.

Subsequently, in January 2011 we have also initiated the following positions: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund: Ciments Français, Encana, Lorillard, Vulcan Materials.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ariake, Encana, ESSO Français, Laurent Perrier, Mizuno, and Yonex.

 Source: Elevation Capital Management Limited - [*Based on unaudited figures]
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Multi Strategy Fund +1.96% +10.02% +NZ$ 1,360,719 +NZ$ 1,406,369 0.8743

Value Fund +1.51% +8.01% +NZ$ 2,719,228 +NZ$ 4,115,551 1.1579

 
You would think this would be music to the politician ears? Not a chance, the Senate has agreed to provide 
US$34bln to a “zombie business” because the Democrats do not want to take on the “Union” and the Republicans 
don’t want local post offices closed on their watch! This is clearly just madness and is best summed up by the WSJ … 
“If today’s US Senate had been around a century ago, the Pony Express would still be delivering mail.”  
 
The US political system from an outsider’s perspective seems to be in desperate need of change / repair. Despite 
this clear negative however the US continues to afford investors a great many opportunities especially when one 
considers the favourable demographics which many other developed (and even China) do not have. While 
politics remains an unquantifiable risk, US companies continue to innovate, expand and offer attractive long-term 
investment potential based on reasonable appraisals of business net worth/s. However, one needs to be mindful of 
political environment and demand an increased margin of safety when investigating any potential investment. 
 
We have been a little unfair in just picking on the US, we are actually huge fans of the capitalist model and the 
country as a whole, but as you can see from the extracts (above) politicians across the globe are garnering 
headlines and increasing investment risks for international investors. For many, this is simply resulting in a sell decision 
with little regard to the underlying asset value or the earnings streams of the business. We refer here to the fact that 
many people sell based solely on the domicile or sector the company operates in rather than on a look-through 
basis of the underlying assets or earnings streams. Due to this behavior we continue to find new and interesting 
investment ideas that we may or may not execute on in due course. 
 
 
 
Elevation Capital Value Fund – Q1 2012 Commentary: 
 
It was not an overly active quarter in terms of portfolio activity from a buy-side perspective (as you can see below), 
although we did continue to rationalise the portfolio in terms of smaller holdings and smaller cap stocks in favour of 
large caps, which continue to offer unusually attractive valuation metrics. This portfolio rationalisation has continued 
into the second quarter and at the time of writing the Fund now holds less than 85 stocks (versus 99 as at 31 March 
2012). 
 
The Funds maintains a healthy cash balance, which continues to afford us the ability to capitalise on opportunities 
as and when they present themselves. 
 
During the last quarter, we also undertook a marketing campaign to financial advisors across New Zealand in-
conjunction with Harbour Asset Management Limited and Morningstar. Elevation Capital spoke specifically on 
global equities in the context of the current low interest rate environment we now find ourselves in. For the benefit 
of our investors (and any other readers) who were not present at these presentations we have provided a re-cap 
below which also clearly serves as a record of our thoughts / views and actions at this time. 
 
As an investor at present one is faced with two choices: 
 
(i) Lend money and in turn receive a coupon or interest rate for assuming that risk. Clearly, at present that is 

where most people are choosing to deploy funds, despite the fact that in most developed world countries 
the real return on those funds is actually negative when the effects of inflation are considered.  

(ii) Purchase an equity interest in a business, which can not only grow its intrinsic value but also pay the 
investor an attractive (and growing) dividend.  

 
The chart below highlights the yield on the S&P 500 versus the US 10-year Treasury. There have been very few times 
in history where the S&P500 has yielded more than the US 10-year Treasury and we are now here. In fact, as the 
chart below portrays one has to go back to the Eisenhower administration (in the1950’s) to find a similar period. 
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Source: Grant’s Interest Rate Observer. 

 
It is not difficult at present to find businesses, which offer not only an attractive dividend yield but also a certain 
degree of earnings stability, a conservative capital structure and some (by no means stellar) growth prospects at 
low multiples. The example we highlight below is Molson Coors (a company we spoke about at the time of the 
Fund/s merger in September 2011). We principally refer here to the yield of Molson Coors at 3% and the US 10 year 
Treasury yield at less than 2% and ask the question: Beer versus Bonds? 
 
We know which one we will take ….. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
In terms of stock specific discussion in the presentation, one stock we spoke about was Yahoo! and our appraisal of 
the business in a value of somewhere between US$ 20 – US$ 25 per share depending on the tax basis. (Note: the 
other stock we spoke about was Staples Inc, which was discussed on our Q4 2011 Report). With regard to Yahoo!, 
we highlighted that we felt there was compelling risk / reward metrics in the company given how poorly it has been 
managed in the past and the significant pressure and change that is being bought to bear on the Company now 
by other external investors which may well see value released for the benefit of all shareholders. We have included 
our slides below, which breakdown in summary format our principal investment hypothesis: 

Molson Coors Dividend Yield 

US 10yr Treasury Yield 
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Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO:US)  
!  Premier digital media 

company 

!  #1 site in the US 

!  It reaches half of the 
global internet population 

!  Home of twelve #1 
properties in the US 

!  Growing audiences and 
market share 

!  Growing international 
exposure 

!  China/Japan investments 
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Yahoo! Inc.  
!  Yahoo! has a 40% stake in Alibaba Group 

!  Alibaba Group’s estimated value is ~$30B 

!  The 40% stake is worth $9.36 per Yahoo! share (pre-tax)  
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Yahoo! Inc.  
!  Yahoo! has a 35% stake in Yahoo! JAPAN 

!  Yahoo! JAPAN has a $19.4B market cap (7/3/12) 

!  The 35% stake is worth $5.28 per Yahoo! share (pre-tax)  
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Yahoo! Inc. – Great SOTP! 

Stake = $9.36 pre-tax per share 

Stake = $5.28 pre-tax per share 

Net cash = $1.60 per share 

Stock price = $14.56 

This implies that the core Yahoo! business is valued at NIL! 
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Yahoo! Inc. - Catalysts  
!  Changes in Management 

!  Changes in Board 

!  Powerful Activist Investors on Register 

!  Incentivised Buyers 

!  Ongoing discussions with potential 
buyers 

!  Patent wars among technology firms 

!  Yahoo's Patent Suit Against Facebook 
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Yahoo! – Potential Acquirers  

Bid $33 per share 
for Yahoo! In 2008 
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During the quarter we undertook the following portfolio initiatives:  
 
New Positions*: Monster Worldwide, DELL, Tesco. 
 
Exited Positions: Aeropostale (Profit), Ariake Japan (Profit), Clearview Wealth (Profit), Compagnie Bois Sauvage 
(Profit), Guyenne et Gascogne (Profit), Mercantile Investment Group (Profit), National Can Industries (Loss), Salvus 
Strategic (Profit), Swiss Helvetia (Profit), Turners & Growers (Profit). 
 

* Note: we have only disclosed positions above 0.25% here as some we may still be accumulating or we may have a small holding 
to attend Company meetings, etc, as we undertake more due diligence on our investment thesis. 

Its is worth highlighting two of the exits for two separate reasons: 
 
(i) Aeropostale – a US retailer which was under pressure from poor quarterly sales performances, but despite 

the short-term earnings, the Company maintained a conservative balance sheet (net cash) and was 
buying in stock aggressively. Once again, many others became despondent on the name and felt the 
Company would never turn itself around. The chart below highlights our entry and exit – while we can 
always better maximize either our entry or exits we believe this highlights that our ever-evolving investment 
process is allowing us to “fish in the right ponds”. 
 
This process is driven by quantitative factors (the numbers) not by emotions. We believe this approach is 
resulting in Elevation Capital building a sound investment framework to continue to be able to execute on 
such investment ideas despite our geographic domicile. 
 
It is equally important to emphasise that it is not reasonable to expect every stock to deliver an IRR as 
attractive as Aeropostale’s was for the Fund given the short holding period, nor should one expect us to be 
right 100% of the time. However, you should expect a “strike rate” well above average and that is what we 
are seeking to deliver you as investors. While at the same time minimising the downside risk as best we can 
when things do not work out as planned. 
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Our fair value estimate of ARO is US$ 21.44 per share 

Significant 
Margin of Safety 

Shrinking 
Margin of Safety 
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(ii) National Can Industries is an example of minimising the downside risk as mentioned above. Our actual loss 
on this investment was not significant. However our lost profits, due solely to a lack of patience was much 
greater. Roughly three days after we completed our exit – the bid came at an 84% premium. While we 
redeployed the capital into other attractive investments, this is a painful reminder that portfolio turnover is 
the enemy of the investor.  
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Closing Comments: 

We trust we have provided you with some additional insights into the portfolio at present and our activities. There 
remains significant latent potential in a number of our longer-term holdings, (eg. Vealls - the Fund’s largest holding). 
We are working actively to realise this potential for the Fund on a number of fronts.  

New positions like Yahoo!, Monster Worldwide, DELL, Tesco and more recently within the natural gas sector, (which 
we will discuss next quarter), offer attractive returns potential over the next few years as well. The Fund maintains a 
healthy cash balance ~20%, and we remain unhedged on all our foreign holdings, which we also believe offers 
incremental return potential. 

At the time of writing the author was en-route to Omaha, Nebraska for the Berkshire Hathaway Meeting and several 
other events in around this key event, followed by further company meetings in New York.  This is both a research 
trip and development exercise. We will provide commentary from these events / meetings as and when possible.** 

** Note: The cost of these trips is born by the Manager – Elevation Capital Management Limited. No expenses for such trips are 
billed to the Funds. 

 

Once again, thank you for your continued interest and support. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elevation Capital Management Limited 



	  

FOURTH QUARTER 2010 INVESTOR REPORT

1

5 February, 2011

Dear Fellow Unitholders,

Global markets have continued to rally well into the New Year with the Dow Jones Industrial Average only this past 
week breaking through 12,000 a level not seen since September 2008. Markets are being driven by an economic 
recovery that is now clearly underway in the United States greatly assisted by monetary easing provided by the 
Federal Reserve. This has resulted in significant rallies in all asset classes except US Treasury bonds (which we have 
cautioned about in past reports). Asset classes rallying include equities, commodities and commodity currencies (eg. 
the Australian Dollar, the Canadian Dollar and the NZ Dollar) on a worldwide basis.

The markets are now referring to the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing Program/s collectively as the “Bernanke 
Put” as the Fed Chairman seems very focused on the wealth effect that a higher stock market will have on the US 
consumer. Mr. Bernanke recently appeared on 60 Minutes in the US and stated that he was convinced that the Fed’s 
policies “were contributing to a better outlook for the economy” and that he remained “100% certain” the Fed could 
control the inflationary impact (if any) of its current policies. 

It remains difficult to predict the outcome of any/all of these policies and Mr. Bernanke’s comments. One could also 
view Mr. Bernanke’s sudden clairvoyance with a healthy degree of skepticism as the future is always uncertain. Our 
job is not to spend hours trying to forecast macro-economic variables and their every machination, rather it is to build 
portfolios with an opportunity set which is attractive on a long-term risk/reward basis with an ever present margin of 
safety.

Therefore, we have continued to put in place the foundations of what we believe will deliver both improved returns in 
the Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund with lower volatility and continue to provide steady conservative returns in 
the Elevation Capital Value Fund over the long term.

The Funds key performance data and inflow/outflow data as at 31 December 2010 is as follows:

Both Elevation Capital Funds took advantage of the markets continued strength to opportunistically divest some 
positions and reinvest/build cash positions during Q4 2010. 

While the names detailed below may seem disparate we continue to find new and undervalued opportunities in both 
Continental Europe and Japan (particularly for the Value Fund). This is clearly reflective of the widespread negative 
sentiments to these markets at present.  Despite this negativity the value on offer is hard to ignore with many of these 
companies presenting investors the chance to acquire strong global franchises backed by conservative balance sheets 
and consistent dividend track records at sizeable discounts to even the most cautious appraisal of intrinsic value. 

New positions initiated during Q4 2010 were: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund:  Artio Global Investors, Cisco Systems, Hollywood Media, Global Options Inc., 
Nokia, Weyerhauser.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ambertech, Ardent Leisure, Asatsu DK, Ciments Français, Heineken Holdings, Kirin 
Holdings, Société BIC, and Van Eyk Three Pillars.

Subsequently, in January 2011 we have also initiated the following positions: 

Elevation Capital Multi Strategy Fund: Ciments Français, Encana, Lorillard, Vulcan Materials.

Elevation Capital Value Fund: Ariake, Encana, ESSO Français, Laurent Perrier, Mizuno, and Yonex.

 Source: Elevation Capital Management Limited - [*Based on unaudited figures]

Fourth Quarter 
2010  

Net Return 
(%)

2010 
Net Return 

(%)

Fourth Quarter 
2010  

Inflows / Outflows  
(NZ$)

2010 
 Inflows / Outflows 

(NZ$)

Closing Unit 
Price as at 31 

December 2010 
(NZ$)

Multi Strategy Fund +1.96% +10.02% +NZ$ 1,360,719 +NZ$ 1,406,369 0.8743

Value Fund +1.51% +8.01% +NZ$ 2,719,228 +NZ$ 4,115,551 1.1579

Disclaimer: 

The information contained in this report has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is not an offer to buy 
or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell units in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital 
Global Value Fund of Funds, a recommendation of any security or to participate in any trading strategy. If any offer 
of units in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds is made, it shall 
be pursuant to a definitive Investment Statement and Prospectus prepared by or on behalf of the Elevation Capital 
Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds. Any decision to invest in the Elevation Capital 
Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds should be made only after reviewing the 
definitive Investment Statement and Prospectus (available at www.elevationcapital.co.nz or by contacting 
Elevation Capital Management Limited, PO Box 911145, Victoria Street West, Auckland 1142, New Zealand), 
conducting such investigations as the investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s own investment, legal 
and tax advisors in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and consequences of an 
investment in the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds. All 
performance data, portfolio composition data and risk targets contained in this report are subject to revision by 
Elevation Capital Management Limited and are provided solely as a guide to current expectations. There can be 
no assurance that the Elevation Capital Value Fund and the Elevation Capital Global Value Fund of Funds will 
achieve any targets or that there will be any return on or of capital. 

Elevation Capital Management Limited, its directors, employees and agents believe that the information herein is 
correct at the time of compilation; however they do not warrant the accuracy of the information. Save for any 
statutory liability which cannot be excluded, Elevation Capital Management Limited further disclaims all 
responsibility or liability for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person relying on any information or 
any opinions, conclusions or recommendations contained herein whether that loss or damage is caused by any 
fault or negligence on the part of Elevation Capital Management Limited, or otherwise. 

International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuations, lower liquidity, different accounting 
methods, economic and political systems. These risks are typically greater in emerging markets. The Elevation 
Capital Value Fund may invest a significant portion of its assets in the stocks of small and medium-sized companies, 
which tend to be more volatile and less liquid than those of large companies, may have underperformed the stocks 
of larger companies during some periods and tend to have a shorter history of operations than larger companies. 
Potential investment risks are discussed in the Investment Statement. 


